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OF DISLOCATION LOOPS IN HEXAGONAL CRYSTALS 
Hsueh-Cheng Yang 
ABSTRACT 
on the theory of anisotropic elasticity, a quantitative 
presented of the elastic strain energy of dislocation 
in the basal plane of a hexagonal crystal. Closed-form 
rectangular, elliptical, and non-regular hexagonal loops 
including the degenerate cases of square, circular) 
and regular hexagonal loops. 
the elastic energy due to the shape change at 
It is found tl1at 
and circular) and 
prismatic loops under 
elastic energy is minimum when the loop has the 
(i.e., a circular loop). This conclusion also 
.. 
ror 
For non-synnnetrical shear loops, 
on the elastic anisotropy and thus varies 
.crystals. 
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ABSTRACT 
the theory of anisotropic elasticity, a quantitative 
presented of the elastic strain energy of dislocation 
basal plane of a hexagonal crystal. Closed-form 
rectangular, elliptical, and non-regular hexagonal loops 
including the degenerate cases of square, circular, 
and regular hexagonal loopso 
the elastic energy due to the shape change at 
It is found that for 
and circular) and 
(rectangular and elliptical) prismatic loops under 
energy is minimum when the loop has the 
.a circular loop)o This conclusion also 
For non-syrrunetr ica 1 shear loops, 
on the elastic anisotropy and thus varies 
1 
shapes of dislocation loops has been observed in 
quenched and irradiated materials [Refo 1]4 Since the 
orientation of a loop are closely related to its elastic 
quantitatively the 
a given geometryo 
determined the energy of a circular slip 
the plane of the loop, by using the 
Burgers [Refo 3] Two common methods based on 
t.heory have now been used for the evaluation of loop 
is based on the technique of Yaffe [Refo 4] and the 
~1uggestedbyKr8ner [Refo 5] (SeeDeWit [Refl> 6]) .. Usi11g 
Frantz and Kr8ner [Refo 7] found the energy of 
loop with Burgers vector perpendicular to the loop plane~ 
the energies of equilateral triangular loop, 
regular hexagonal loop with Burgers vector normal to 
Bacon and Crocker [Refo 8] extended Yoffe's work to 
polygon of n sideso The rectangular loop, with 
to one of the edges, was examined by Sharpe 
methodo Boullough and Foreman [Ref .. 10] calcu-
rhombus loop by the method of Kr&ner~ Bacon 
summarized all these results and also gave the 
parallelogram loop by using the methods of both Yoffe and 
·' -
Using Yoffe's method, Liu and Li [Ref~ 13] first 
elastic energy of an elongated hexagonal loop.. Der..Jit 
analytic expression for the elastic energy 
2 
hexagonal loops with Burgers vector normal to the loop 
energy of an elliptical dislocation was computed 
15], and an analytic expression ,vas given by Li and Liu 
of free surface on the energy of a dislocation loop for 
been studied by Chou [Ref .. 17]~ In a half space, 
a circular dislocation loop was calculated 
of a rectangular loop was calcu-
and Bacon [Ref .. 19]. Because of the complexity near 
no analytic solution is available yeto 
crystals, however, it is more appropriate to obtain 
of a dislocation loop on 
anisotropic elasticity theory .. The treatment is in 
more difficult, and simple solutions are available only 
Thus Chou and Eshelby [Ref .. 20] obtained 
a circular loop in the basal plane of a 
,. 
·Liu and Li [Ref .. 21] found expressions for the 
loop in the same system by the analogue to 
Chou [Refo 22] also studiedthe 
energy of circular dislocation loops in 
plateso 
[Refe 23] presented an analysis for the strain 
by a finite straight dislocation segment and by an 
anisotropic medium. Based on Volterra's 
the Fourier-integral representation of the Green 
the problem to a system of definite integrals 
3 
well-defined functions (for an infinite medium).. By lsJillis ir 
general anisotropic calculation of the elastic energy 
loop becomes accessible.. Bacon, Bullough and \.J'il lis 
rhombtJS - s'ha pe cl 
loop in aluminum and copper by this method .. This thesis 
energy of a dislocation loop lying iri the 
crystal .. 
results will be sunnnarized, and an expression for 
a polygonal loop is derived .. By applying these 
of hexagonal crystals, we obtained the elastic 
non-regular hexagonal loop, rectangular loop and 
The energy of the dislocation core region is not dis-
study. The energy due to the core surface 
deleted for the sake of simplicity .. 
Dislocation Loop 
to Cartesian coordinate axes O x1x2x3 , we denote the 
tensor by Pij and displacement vector UiA 
by 
(2-1) 
the components of the elastic stiffness tensor, 
distortion expressed as partial differential of 
UiQS..), and!= Xi 1 + x2 ~ + X3 Eis the posi-
terms of displacements., the equilibrium equa-
4 
I . 
,, 
(2-2) 
energy density in an anisotropic body is given by 
di.splacement field U. ~) is due to a dis location present irt l. -
Eqn:. (2-3) is then only valid to within a distance r 0 fr.om dislocation line. This is because the distortions close to the 
range of validity of the linear theory given 
The quantity r 0 is referred to 
radius and its magnitude is approximately equal to the 
' the dislocation. Therefore the total elastic strain 
dislocation may be -written as 
Ci;k.t U;,,J-(K) Uk,e (x) d V 
V (2-4) 
the complete body excluding a cylindrical 
core region). In 
consider only the case in which the medium is 
We define S to be the surface enclosed by a dis-
ho The surface S terminates at a -
dislocation lineo The dislocation loop is lying 
coordinate system O x1x2x3, as shown in Fig.l. 
field single valued, the tractions must be 
discontinuity b across the 
-
displacement field is then specified by Eqn~ (2-2) and 
conditions : 
5 
I 
I 
I 
' i 
as X -.. Q') 
- (2-5) 
b-L 
across S (2-6) 
is the 
the normal to S. By applying the divergence theorem and 
(2-5), arid· (2-6) to Eqn. (2-4), we have 
+E . ' t-o' 
. I 
Ci;1<1 bl ni Uk,i l) d S t 
s· 
and 
curved surface of the core region surrounding the 
dS Q J represents the components of the differential 
The term Er0 • Eqno (2- 7) . due to the in l.S core 
It .. difficult to evaluate Ero exactly f 01"" 
l.S 
a11v 
.I' 
than the straight, infinite dislocation, 
• eve11 J.n 
Furthermore, the contribution of E 
ro 
hence this term will be neglected in 
calculations. From Eqn. (2-7), we now have the elastic 
(2-8) 
t~ distortion field of the dislocation loop and S 
6 
Willis [Refo 23] has obtained an explicit 
distortion field due to a finite straight dis-
Let A1, A2 be the vectors defining the end points - -
Burgers vector b o The dismrtion 
for any point ?5_ due to the segment A1A2 is then given by 
(2-9) 
is a unit vector along the segment, P( ?S) is the 
.from the point~ to the segment, and 1(~1), 
in the plane formed by the point x and the 
-
are perpendicular to vectors (~-~1) and 
geometrical representation of~' P(~), 
in Fig .. 2.. The permutation tensor f pj.t 
for even permutation 
for odd permutation 
otherwise 
is defined by 
7 
(2 -10) 
I 
I 
I 
- (2- 11) 
N is the adjoint of L which is the inverse 
of the real space anisotropic Green's tensor, 
components: 
(2- 12) 
(2-13) 
(2-14) 
and Eqn., (2-11), n' is the unit vector normal to the 
. . ..... 
(A,-~)/\ (A2 -~) 
l (.d,-~J /\ ( ~2. -X) I (2-15) 
are the three complex roots which have positive 
sextic equation 
=O 
• 
(2-16) 
polygonal loop may be obtained by forming a finite 
given by Eqn·e (2-8). If the order of sides of a 
indicated by the index CK), then the contribution to 
strain energy E8 of the}(-th side is given by 
8 
(2- i 7) 
(2-18) 
\ 
area within the polygonal loop but terminated a distance 
Therefore the total elastic strain energy for a polygonal 
~ E (u) (2-19) 
• K 
to the distortions for finite segment dislocation, 
also gave an explicit expression for the elastic 
of an elliptical loop in a generally anisotropic elastic 
case, the area S for Eqn. (2~7) is defined by 
(2-20) 
to the loop which lies on the t, m plane 
- -
semiaxes of the ellipse as shown in Fige 3~ 
small compared to one (& << 1). Since 
Eqn,, (2-8) is over the surface S which lies in the 
defined by Eqno (2-15), then coincides with n 
-loop is counterclockwise, as shown in Fig. 1~ 
the elastic strain energy of an elliptical 
£, is then given by 
9 
I 
I 
(2-21) 
d s 3 K(kJ-E(kJ 
-and E(k) are complete elliptical integrals of the first 
with 
-k =)t-'6 (2-22) 
contour described by 
··~ = 0 ;> 
• (2-23) 
loop, a 1 = a 2 , the elastic strain energy is given by 
ds (2-2L1-) 
Strain Energy of Dislocation Loop in Hexagonal Crystals .. 
··Preliminary 
dislocation loop lying in the basal plane of 
Take the Cartesian coordinates Ox 1x2x 3 with the 
axis so that the dislocation loop is lying 
Let f, ~,~be the unit vectors along the 
x1, x2 , and x 3 respectively$ The position vector is 
10 
The sense of the dislocation loop 
shown in Fig" 1 It Then n', defined 
-
in the evaluation of the energy of 
elastic constants Cij are given by 
c12 Cl3 0 0 0 
C·11 C13 0 0 0 
C33 0 0 0 (3-1) 
C44 0 0 
we have 
(3-2) 
vector lying in the loop plane~ we may define an 
=sin~' and 
(3-3) 
· ( c,2. + q 6) s ;q e cos e 
11 
we have 
(3-4) 
-
- 0 
• 
-
( C,, ) j: -~ 
c~~ 
.I 
" 
C11 - C,:i. 
2- J ; 
-
I I C,3 - c,, -2, '-r 
-
-
C33 C33 (3-5) 
( c,, . . I C33)2 
/ 
by Chou [Ref. 26] that the factor C ranges from 
For -4 < C < o, the solutions of Eqn. 
imaginary point are 
N.=2 / 
)' = 7 L 
)2= A ezf (3-6) 
' 
)3= -A e-i:f 
0 -:tf. 
12 
• 
(3-7) 
ry' = 1 L 
)
2
= z >i.. e-+ 
)3= z .\ e-f 
C 
= I+ 2. 
.. 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
solution (3-6) and (3-8) are connected by the 
(3-10) 
1 (3-6) for both -4 < C < 0 and C > 0 by taking~ 
into Eqn~ (2-14), 
• 
cos 2 8 
13 
(3-11) 
to-_$N and substi-
the·results of Eqn. (3-6)J we have 
(3-12) 
expressions, we can obtain· the elastic strain 
shapes of dislocation loops. 
expressions in }3.1 and Eqn. (2-17)., we can 
nonregular hexagonal loops and 
crystal. The elastic energy of an 
Eqno (2-21) .. The 
these results are given as follows: 
14 
I 
I 
-2 
I 
-2-
-
-
C33 
c11 
(3-13) 
given below, the dislocation loops are lying in the basal 
is formed by truncating the tl1ree 
an equilateral triangle by an equal amount, as shown 
vector b lies in the loop plane (arbitrary direction 
-
111 = b,, , b3 = o . 
(3-14) 
4-L2. + I J 
~o 
• 
15 
~ normal to the loop plane ./ 
b, = 0 / b2. = 0,, b3 = b.L . 
. +h 4-~, + I J+ L2. (2 h 2.L~;~).L,+L2 + ~ :2 L~~~ ~2.Li 
·+)n 4-0o, +1] -2. L5 ] 
(3-15) 
special case of non-regular hexagonal loop, the elastic energy 
equilateral triangular loop is obtained by letting L? - o, 
-
inEqns. (3-14) and (3-15). The results are: 
. Burgers vector b lies in the loop plane (arbitrary 
-
direction), J .kl = b,, -> b3 = 0 . 
Burgers vector~ normal to the loop plane, 
b,= 0 , b.2. = 0 ,, b3 = b.1. . 
' 
(3-16) 
(3- 17) 
special case in which L1 = L2 and L3 = /"3 L1, the loop 
its elastic energy is given by: 
Burgers vector~ lies in the loop plane (arbitrary 
.. direction), r.k.1· = b11 J b3 = 0. 
(3-18) 
16 
vector b normal to the loop plane, 
-
{3-19) 
loope 
of the rectangular loop be oriented in the 
t and m. The length of the sides parallel to~ is 
- -
as shown in Figo 5~ 
the loop plane and is parallel 
b,=h11, h2.==0, h3=0' 
( l<e+ks) (~ h,,; + h; -h, -h2.] + ks h1 ( h 4 ~· 
(3-20) 
Burger,s vector b norma 1 to the loop plane, 
-
b, = 0 , 6.2. = 0 ~ \,3 = b.L 
(3-21) 
• 
rectangular loop with h1 = h2. 
case (II-a) can be modified to 
vector lying in an 
on the loop pl~ne. Hence we have for square loop: 
17 
Burgers vector~ lies in the loop plane (arbitrary 
direction)., l.kl=b11.J b3=0 
Burgers vector~ normal to the loop plane, 
b1 "= 0 I 62. = 0 I b3 = bl._ 
4-h, - h (n +1)] Yo 
loope 
(3-22) 
(3-23) 
.. 
and minor axes of the ellipse be in the directions 
as shown in FigQ 3e Define 
a .2. - a2 k .a== __ , a-,..2..--· _2..._ (3~24) 
are the semiaxes of the ellipse, with a1 > a
7
• As 
.._ 
very small compared with 
the 
of the dislocation. For the sake of convenience, we 
(3-25) 
of this definition will be discussed later. 
Burgers vector b lies in the loop plane and is parallel 
. -
18 
(3-26) 
are complete elliptic intergrals of the first and 
vector£ lies in the loop plane and is parallel 
2 a, b,~ 
.·. -rr(af-a.22 ) (kCkJ-E(k)J 
(3-27) E (k)(a,2 Ke-a; Ks]+a: K(k) [ ks-Ke J 
·Burgers.vector!! normal to the loop plane h 1==o, bz==O, 
(3-28) 
case of elliptical loop when a1=a 0 • 
,L 
the symmetrical properties of a circle, Eqns .. (3-26) 
will be reduced to one equation that describes the 
. loop with Burgers vector lying in the loop 
have for circular loop: 
lies in the loop plane (arbitrary 
(3-29) 
19 
Burgers vector .!! normal to the loop plane, b 1=0, b 2=o,, 
- 2J (3-30) 
·(3-29) and (3-30) are deduced from Eqns .. (3-26)"'"'(3-28) by 
results are exactly the same as those given 
20], which indicates that our definition 
in~ 3"2 indicate that for symmetrical loops (tri-
hexagonal and circular), the elastic energy is inde-
of the shear component of the Burgers vector~ 
and elliptical loops the energy depends on 
vector lying in the loop planem The dis-
three parts: ( 1) syrrrrnetr ica 1 
elliptical loops. 
Symmetrical Dislocation Loops 
-
-
-
-
of shape changes at constant area of s;rmmetrical 
studiede EqnD (3-14) gives the elastic energy 
lying in the loop planeR Let us 
ratios: 
L..,_ 
Yi - L, (4-1) L, ) Yo 
Ls 1 
- (:1· + e+ e1 )~ 
-L, 
20 
------------~~ 
··. (3-14) in. terms of e, r 1, and 'T, we have: 
(4-2) 
energy of non-regular hexagon loop with b 
-
plane, Eqn. (3-15)p can be written as: 
(2k .2 -z-+2.e+1 + o - .1 "t-e.+1 ? rt 1+e 
:1 ~+e-t 
1-e (4-3) 
(4-2) and (4-3) are similar except for the 
b112 ro 
of [Ke+Ks] for 211 
--- Kn for Eqno (4-3), the analyses of these tt-vo 
By excluding these units from Eqns. 
(4-4) 
21 
I 
i 
parameter: 
(4-5) 
area enclosed by the dislocation loop. 
loop, 
. .·. . 
J A· =13 ( Lt+ LJ-L, L1 + L: )::[ (4-6) 
definitions of a, e, and r 1, we have 
oc (4-7) 
can then be calculated from Eqn. (4-4) for various 
e. The plot of the ratio E (e) /E (e=l) vs .. e is shot-!,'n 
= 20,100,1000. We see that the elastic energy of the 
range of small values of e. This is 
the fact that the interaction energy bet\veen dislo-
becomes large when the separation is small .. It is also 
values of a (cx=20), a maximum exists between e=O 
spurious result physically., The error results from 
a sharp corner, which will produce larger interaction, 
negligence is justi-
contribution to the total elastic energy from a sharp 
As seen in Fig. 6, the results for a=l00,1000 
22 
The effect of a sharp corner becomes significant 
is small o And our results break do,vn in the dashed 
7 shows the change of elastic energies from equilateral 
Also shown in the 
circular loop, cal-
(3-22) and (3-29) respectivelye The figure is valid 
b normal to the loop plane and lying in the loop -
in.the case of Fig. 60 However, in Figo 6 the ratio E(e)/ 
for ·both cases, whereas in. Figo 7 the unit 
Kn x 10= 1, where E.l is normal to the loop plane, and 
10""" 1, where !!ii ·lies' in the loop plane.. The data 
loops clearly indicate that the elastic energ)1 
constant area is minimum \vhen the loop r1as a 
when the loop is circular. 
Loop 
of pur_e edge is considered first. The elastic 
We define two dimensionless ratios: 
(4-8) 
} 
in terms of d and y 2 , we have: 
2. (J 1+4~-1-d] + h ( 4- h)+dh ( 4-hd) 
{4-9) 
- J h [ ,l 1+,r-+dJ 
.., d>o 
23 
·of energy changes at constant area for different 
the dimensionless parameter a defined in Eqn .. (4-5) .. 
by 
(4-10) 
of a, d and r2 , we have 
d 
(l~-11) 2[d 
is then calcul_ated from Eqn. (4-9) for various 
The results are shown in Fig. 8, in which the 
is plotted against d for a= 20,100,1000~ It is 
•. the minimum energy always occurs where d = 1 at a constant 
as: 
energy Ei versus d for a= 100 is given in FigG 9, 2 
b.t roKn X 10- l - h h 1 .. . We note tat tee astic iT 
rectangular loop at constant area is minimum 
minimum; i~eo, when it is a square loopw This 
to that of the synnnetrical dis location loop 
case in which the Burgers vector is parallel to 
In this case, two sides are screw dis-
two sides are edge dislocations.,, The elastic 
Eqno (3-20)$ By the same approach used above, it 
(4-12) 
in the previous casee Thus it becomes 
the elastic energy variation individually for 
Eleven connnon hexagonal crystals have been 
with their elastic constants 
The unit of these constants 
The variations of energy versus d at constant area 
Ti are given i~ 
2 
Fig& 10 and Figo 11 
2 b11 ro · 
------- x 10-3 in Figo 10 and .· TT 
hll ro 
respective lye 
X 10-2 in 
ratio d, at which the elastic energy is minimum at 
by <\n~ It is found that dm is equal 
Tio In addition, the area of the dis-
on the value of dma For example, Fig. 12 
ratio E11(d)/E11(d=l) versus d for a= 20,100, and 1000 for 
It is, seen that <\n is 0.49 for a = 20, 01)58 for a = 100 and 
The values of <\n for several crystals ,~1ith dif-
are listed in Table Ile Two isotropic materials, 
\J = j and,!,, are also given as compared with the 
It is noted that~ is always less than oneo 
the isotropic elasticity theory that the elastic 
dislocation per unit length is less than that of an 
·Loop· 
energy of the elliptical dislocation loop 
integrating the distortions 
the surface S defined by Eqno(2-20)e The 25 
a constant that is very small compared to one (6<<1)~ 5 is 2r0 
to 7ai a'i for loops at constant area. Under these 
and 6, we deal with an elliptical dislocation loop 
of the core is not constant (it is constant for 
a circular loop where a1=a2)0 Therefore, a 
the core tractions should be made to allow the 
Since the energy due to the core surface 
discussed in this ·thesis, this correction term will be 
results are reasonable as long as the elastic energy 
strongly on the details of the model of the core, a 
aa. 
a, 
to be satisfied in practiceo 
the case of pure edge as given by Eqn& (3-28)0 
ratios: 
(4-13) 
) . 
. (3-28) in terms of i3 and y 3 , we have 
KCk)-E(k) E (k) (4 .... 14) 
2 2 terms of f3 and k =1- \:) o We again use the 
parameter a defined by Eqn" (4-5) to study the effect of 
at constant loop area for different values of ~o For 
loop, . 
of a, ~, and r 3, we have 
26 
(4-15) 
(4-16) 
· 1 ° 
./A O k b t t area ana ys1s, a= r is ta en to ea cons an; . 0 
also a constanto By using the relationship 
k(k)-E(k) = h f; - I 
-definitions of k, 6, and a, it can be easily shown 
(4-17) 
is a constant term if a is a constant and Eqnu 
becomes 
as: 
E(k) 
J~ 
(4-18) 
(4-19) 
(4-20) 
we obtain the ~lastic strain energy of elliptical 
parallel to the basal planeo The results are 
{ E (k) ( ks-ft Ke) + {32 K ( k) ( Ke - ks]} (4-21) W ( I- (33-) 
27 
l 
., 
/ 
I I 
to the major ax.is (Eqno (3•26)), and 
(4-22) 
to the minor axis (Eqno (3-27)) e It is noted from 
except the var.iab le a in these 
constants.for a constant loop areae Therefore we may 
the variation of the elastic strain energy of an ellip-
loop area is independent of the 
~ for pure edge dislocation is sh~ 
of Eqno (4-20)0 The unit of energy 
· . It is worth noting that the energy variation with f$ 
loop area .. Furthermore, 
strain energy occurs at 13 = l; ioe., when the 
in which Burgers vector is parallel to either major 
loop, the elastic constants K and 
e 
from the ratio ~o Similar to the case of 
variation of the elastic strain energy with 
of the crystalo As an e.xample, 
vs. 13 for C (graphite) as sl;l~ in 
b112ro n and the Burgers vec·tor Tf 
data are computed from. Eqno 
a1 (13 a a2 ) ~ 
a ci-cular loop and Eqna is applied. 
,~ . 
• 
' 
28 
: .. ·' .. 
Fige 14 shows th!J.t the value of ~, at which the elastic strain energ)1 ., . - -· 
:i.sminimfun, is Oa66 for graphite~ Similar calculations for other hexa-
.. _-' ,__ 
.\ -· : 
__ .. ·. 
__ . 
. 
__ _. . . 
· ... ,gon.a.1 crystals gave different 13m values. These calculated data for ~m 
·· ·for llhexagonal crystals and isotropic materials with Poisson's ratio 
"·' . 
....•. ·.·.1 il -
"?3,4 .are given in Table Ille It is seen that f3ro is less than one. This >again reflects that screw dislocation has a lower energy than the 
. 
. 
.. 
ed.ge clislocation, as concluded by the isotropic elasticity theory.. The 
.compµtedvalues of ~6 /Ke are also listed in Table III for references .. 
. ·-· .:·. -
. '.. 
. : 
' . 
·. ·. :· -
_'. 
. 
Itis~interesting to note that the value of '3m is very close to that of isikefor.a given crystal. . As Ks/Ke decreases from Oe9523 for Be to 
.. ·Oo57.15 i:or Cds,. f3m. decreases correspondingly from 009523 to Oo5655e Noteia1So that the difference between '3m and Ks/Ke becomes smaller as •. --· / ·t'K8 /K~i approaches unity e 
l . ··. .. . .·.. . J i5 ~ . · ... Cone lus ion 
,, ·, : ·. . . 
An~lytical expressions for the ·elastic strain energy of dislocation 
. loops lying in the basal_ plane of a hexagonal crystal of infinite e:,,~tent 
.i_ >., ·• .ar.~ obtained for non-regular hexagonal, rectangular and ellipticl:11 
· _loops.o A·s sp.ecial cases, the elastic strain energies of equilateral '; " 
·. . : triangular, regular hexagonal, square, and circular loops are also 
•. 
.The elastic strain energy for a synnnetrical loop (triangular, 
·~quiare., hexagonal_,and circular) at a constant area is minimum when it has a minimum perimeter; i.e0, when it is a circleo A similar con-
.. c\usion applies to rectangular and elliptical loops that are pure edge in tharacter ·· .- -... · . . .· · .... - .. •·.. . . 
. Q . 
29 
' . 
I 
elastic strain energy of rectangular loops, with 
one of the sides, as a function of the ratio 11d 11 at a 
area depends strongly on the anisotropic property of the 
.·~· the aiea of the loop. It is illustrated in Table II, 
values of dm, the. ratio of h2/h1 for the minimum loop 
different crystals and different loop areas. 
energy variation of elliptical loop versus the ratio"!'" at a 
.area is independent of the magnitude of the loop area. 
is parallel either to ~jor (af) or minor (a2) axis of the 
loop, it depends strongly on th~ anisotropic property of the 
as illustrated by the values of Sm, defined as the ratio of 
the minimum loop energye 
4 
30 
C 
.(graphite) 
Cd· 
CdS 
Co 
Mg 
Ti 
Zn 
Zr 
10600 
11.45 
8e432 
30.63 35074 
16$24 18007 4.67 9.20 6.9 6.764 4.054 7.135 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
32 
35 
32 
- Computed values of dm for rectangular 
parallel to o·ne side of the rectangle 
hexagonal crystals, and two is~t-rr_o,.op i_c 
Poisson's ratio~= 2:. and !o ~ ::::/A 
3 4 ro 
a= 20 a= 100 
0.65 Oo72 
. 0.51 
0.,58 
0.49 0.58 
0.38 
32 
loop t\fi th £ 
for common 
cases ,vith 
2Jh1h2 
·----
a= 1000 
0.94 
0 .. 88 
0.74 
0 .. 71 
0 .. 63 
0 .. 61 
0.51 
·· Computed values of Ks/Ke, and f3xn for elliptical 
loops with b parallel to one semiaxis of the 
-
ellipse for comm.on hexagonal crystals, and two 
isotropic materials with Poisson's ratio 
v = · ! and . ! · · 3 4 fl 
009523 
0.8943 
0.7777 
0 .. 8944 
0 .. 7784 
0 .. 7511* 
0.6876 
0.6775 
' l 
Isoe('V =·-) 
O<t6854 
0.6750 
0.6667 
0 .. 6602 
0.6583 
0 .. 6230 
0.5994 
3 
C(graphite) 
Zr, 
Ti 
• . 0.5655 
0,. 66931/r 
0.6611 
0 .. 6269 
0 .. 6041 
0.5715 
IJ, 
materials, Ke=--=----, Ks=~' and ( 1-\>) 
33 
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